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 COMIC STRIPES CRITIC CONTESTS 

BDz’ÎLES PRIZE 

Article 1: The BDz’ÎLES PRIZE is organizing a COMIC STRIPES 

CRITIC CONTESTS. 

Article 2: All participants must submit one or more written critic(s) for a 

book in the BDz’ÎLES year selection. Each critic should be submitted in 

writing about 300- 400 words (more or less 10%), written in French or 

about 200-300 maximum words (more or less 10 %) in English, Spanish, 

German or Creole. The amount of words should be mentioned. The critic 

could be a personal contribution or a collective one, under a teacher’s 

supervision.  

Article 3: This contest is opened to all students of every secondary 

(collège) or high school (lycée) students. 

Article 4: All entries submitted should meet the following criteria: 

 The book will be introduced with its essential characteristics (drawer, 

story-teller, summary, subject and topic of the comic…) 

 Critic should convey emotional impression of comic (positive or 

negative) 

 Critic should present an argumentative opinion, giving  comic 

examples, in support of opinion(positive or negative)  

 The Judges will greatly appreciate a good understanding of the book 

and the relevance of the analysis 

 The Judges will also greatly appreciate as, an essential element, the 

quality and the correctness of the language used in the entry. 

 You should also apply the following marking scheme: 

 Excellent              Good         Average        Fair      Poor 

            

Article 5: The judge is made up of voluntary students from various high 

schools in Guadeloupe and five teachers. The selection criteria are 

established according to the following grading scheme 
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 Summary and Authors’ names/ 4pts 

 Opinion about the scenario (story telling/dialogues)/4pts 

 Opinion about the making (graphics, framing, originality of page lay-

out)/3pts 

 An abstract of the comics appreciated or criticized/3pts 

 Originality, tone and openness of the criticism /3pts 

 Correctness  in written  expression and presentation/2pts 

 Use of star marking scheme/1pt 

Article 6: Deadline to submit all your critics is: March 18th, 2016. All critics 

should be submitted either printed or send as an attachment to the 

following email address: bdziles97@gmail.com 

All individual participant form should necessarily mention: 

 First & last name of student 

 Name of school  and form 

 Student’s references (email address, phone numbers…) 

 Title of the book (object of the critic) 

 Number of words. 

Article 7:  Prizes will be awarded to the best individual entries. The 

winning critics will be published on the ASSODOC website, as well as the 

Arts website “T’as vu ça?” Prizes will be awarded in the following 

categories: 

 Prix de la Meilleure  critique niveau collège & niveau lycée 

 Prix spécial du Jury 

 Prix de la meilleure critique en Anglais 

 Prix de la meilleure critique en Espagnol 

 Prix de la meilleure critique en Allemand 

 Prix de la meilleure critique en Créole 

Article 8: The Award Ceremony will be held during the Caribulles Festival. 

Article 9: Terms and conditions apply 
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